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Toward an Improved AEGIS Maintenance Methodology

1. Introduction

This interim status report is the second in the project entitled, Development of an AEGIS Maintenance Methodology (N60921-83-G-A165-B048). The project has been divided into three tasks:

Task 1: Definition of Maintenance Methodology Requirements

Task 2: Development of AEGIS Maintenance Process Models

Task 3: Specification of the AEGIS Maintenance Methodology

This report covers the period 15 December 1989 to 15 July 1990. Briefing of the results contained in this report to NAVSWC sponsors took place on 18 July 1990.

1.1 Background

The second task, utilizing the software maintenance principles and requirements from Task 1, employs the process models under development at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NAVSWC) by government personnel and SAS Consultants. The software maintenance principles and the generic requirements derived from them, are to be used in the development of a methodology in the classical top-down definition. However, the derivation of abstract models of maintenance process intent, from the operational models currently being produced, is a means of assuring that the particular domain-specific requirements for embedded system software are preserved in a hard-real-time application (see [FAUS89]). Factors related to the AEGIS application domain, such as system architecture, programming language, and organizational structure, are included from the onset in the attempt to maintain relevancy and realism.
1.2 Statement of Work for Task 2

The statement of work for Task 2, prescribing the development of the AEGIS maintenance process models, includes the activities of code modification, documentation updating, training, inter-element communications, configuration management, unit and integration testing, and software quality assurance as falling within the model. The modeling activity is cooperative in nature, with the assistance of a panel of senior software personnel representing each element of the AEGIS combat system providing in-depth process definition.

Actually, the development of the current process model has been delayed beyond the original projections, and the VT/SRC departure is from an interim representation and not the final. This delay, although not proving damaging to the derivation of subsequent models, has forced the conclusion of Task 2 to exceed the original schedule by approximately six weeks. Nevertheless, the interaction permitted between VT/SRC, NAVSWC, and the SAS Consultants is appearing to produce a current process model in which greater confidence is warranted.

In Section 2 of this report the current process model is presented. This model is reconsidered from the perspectives of process- and product-centered activities, shown in Section 3. The fourth section outlines the application of requirements to the model, and the fifth presents recommendations and directions appropriate for Task 3.

2. Models of the AEGIS Maintenance Process

The three models of the AEGIS maintenance process, constituting the subsections which follow, are constructed with different objectives in mind. The current model, also called the detailed model, attempts to represent a process as it currently is performed and understood by all those involved. This low-level model is a representation of “what is,” and is necessary for the evaluation of alternatives to answer the question “what could or should be?”
The high-level process relationship model, described in Subsection 2.2 has the objective of describing the inter-process communications. The mid-level or aggregate model in Subsection 2.3 is derived from the detailed model as an expression of intent. As such, the model is intended to represent what is being accomplished in the detailed representation but excluding the more precise characterization of how the intent is achieved currently.

2.1 The (Detailed) Model of the Current Process

The working (low-level) model developed by NAVSWC and SAS Consultants divides the AEGIS Maintenance Process into nine subordinate processes:

1. Establish Program Library (100)
2. Perform Detailed Design and Code (200)
3. Element Test (300)
4. System Integration and Test (400)
5. Computer Program Specification Change (500)
6. Develop Delivery Package (600)
7. Delivery of Baseline (700)
8. Develop Update (800)
9. Computer Program Change Request (900)

Each process is also identified by the number of the beginning activity in each diagram. The dates for each diagram, the version used in this work, and the current version, are shown in Table 1.

The effort on Task 2 is constrained to some extent by the necessity for “fixing” on a working version of the diagram. These diagrams have been superseded by more recent versions which may more accurately represent the current process. However, the process under scrutiny is dynamic, and the “current” process model can never be a precise, correct
Table 1. Issue Dates of Original and Supplied Versions of the Process Diagrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Activity</th>
<th>Working Version Issue Date</th>
<th>Current Version Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish Program Library (100)</td>
<td>14 March 90</td>
<td>27 March 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform Detailed Design and Code (200)</td>
<td>16 November 89</td>
<td>12 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element Test (300)</td>
<td>14 March 90</td>
<td>27 March 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Integration and Test (400)</td>
<td>14 March 90</td>
<td>12 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Program Specification Change (500)</td>
<td>1 January 90</td>
<td>2 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Delivery Package (600)</td>
<td>16 November 89</td>
<td>5 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery of Baseline (700)</td>
<td>16 November 89</td>
<td>5 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop Update (800)</td>
<td>14 March 90</td>
<td>2 July 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Program Change Request (900)</td>
<td>27 March 90</td>
<td>2 July 90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

representation. Our assumption is that precision is unnecessary in deriving a representation of intent (Subsection 2.3) or extracting the inter-process relationships (Subsection 2.2).

2.2 The (High Level) Process Relationship Model

The inter-process flow relationships among the major activities are shown in the high-level model. The diagram (Figure 1) shows that entry to the maintenance process can occur at only one of three points. The first is the receipt of a baseline shipment in Process 100. A shipment from General Electric is received, audited, and distributed to the elements. The process then terminates since no further activities are needed to process the shipment.

The second entry point leads to changes in the program specifications (Process 500). Thus, maintenance activities follow a sequence of design, coding, testing and delivery. If either element test or delivery fails, the process returns to the design and coding activities. On successful delivery the process terminates.
The third entry point is through the analysis of, and plan of action regarding, Computer Program Change Requests (CPCR's). CPCR's specify changes in response to identified problems in the system. They are handled by either going through the design to delivery sequence or by a rapid update process which generally creates and applies a patch to the system and finishes with delivery. If an update cannot be made by patching, then the normal design to delivery sequence must be followed.

Although the procedural relationships among the processes are shown by this model, the model ignores description of process functionality. A data flow diagram (DFD) model might better portray the functional roles. The DFD in Figure 2 shows the relationship of the activities to the resulting products. Each major activity is related to some product. This DFD is based on the detailed diagrams and the associated descriptions provided by NAVSWC and also from discussions with NAVSWC personnel, and is provided to illustrate the potential benefit of alternative modeling forms.

In Figure 2, the entry points are shown as being triggered by inputs from both inside and outside the process. First the delivery of a baseline initiates the receipt of shipment activity (which is connected to the rest of the process by generation of CPCR's for discovered problems). Secondly, the specification change activity acts on approved specification changes (SC's) from NAVSEA and GESD. Thirdly, the CPR activity is fed by the collection of CPCR's generated by other activities in the process. Completion and further study of the DFD model may reveal relationships among activities and outputs that offer added insight for improvements.

2.3 The (Mid-Level) Aggregate Model

The aggregate model of the AEGIS maintenance process is formed with the goal of identifying the methodological intent of the activities. This model is derived by aggregating process activities to describe clearly identifiable functions. The aggregation is shown in the
Figure 2. Data Flow Model of Process Relationships
diagrams provided in Figures 3-11. The structure of each diagram is basically the same as for the current detailed model. To preserve correspondence between the two models, the numbers of combined activities are shown on the lower left of each diagram symbol. On the lower right of each symbol are identities of the performing organization(s) for all of the activities aggregated within that symbol.

2.3.1 Receive Shipment

The first major activity is Receive Shipment (Establish Program Library) or Process 100. This process is intended to: (1) receive the shipment of a baseline from General Elective System Development (GESD), (2) confirm that the baseline conforms with expectations, and (3) distribute the baseline to the elements. Process activity is depicted in Figure 3.

The major impact on maintenance by Process 100 is in terms of preparation. In this activity the documentation and code are placed in libraries where the performers of later activities can access them. Additionally, software quality assurance (SQA or QA) must analyze the delivery to establish a standard for audits of the maintenance performed on this baseline.

Another important point in that Process 100 has no predecessor processes. The influence of this activity is through the formation of the libraries and generation of CPCR’s against the new baseline. Neither influence is shown as such by the current process model.

2.3.2 Perform Detailed Design and Code

The second major activity is Perform Detailed Design and Code (activity 200). This process, as shown in Figure 4, begins with either a CPCR or SC (which generally results in one or more CPCR’s). The change indicated by the necessitating CPCR or SC is first identified and analyzed for its acceptability. On approval, a detailed design is developed, coded and unit tests performed. (Note that these tests seem to be mostly against the CPCR,
Figure 3. Receive Shipment Process (#100)
rather than a unit test in the standard sense which would be against a specification.)

Most of Process 200 is performed at the element level, although Program Office and Baseline Manager involvement occurs initially. The final check is performed by the element leader, who decides if the change has been implemented and the test results justify initiation of the element test.

### 2.3.3 Element Test

The Element Test, performed in Process 300, is shown in Figure 5. This testing is performed by the element following implementation of fixes to several CPCR’s (those which make up the scheduled changes in the baseline). Both unit and integration testing are done, and the conformance to specifications of intra- and inter-element functions are examined. The dependence of the system on combat system hardware, and its lack of availability, requires that simulations of the hardware be used in testing at this level.

Following a successful element test, a Multiple Element Integration Test (MEIT) is performed. This is the first point in testing where the elements are tested with all inter-element communications represented. The testing of interfaces is the prior concern. The results of these test have implications for the continuation to system test. In addition to the generation of CPCR’s for uncovered problems, an audit of the test is performed to determine preparedness for system test. Such audits should prevent incorrect or poorly-tested elements from proceeding to system test.

### 2.3.4 System Test

System test (Process 400) is initiated by creating the load files for testing (Figure 6). At this point patches must be reapplied and tested before beginning system test. System test is intended to exercise the system within its final operating environment to show conformance with specifications. Following this test a Delivery Readiness Review is held by the Program Office to determine if the system should be delivered. Involved in this
Figure 6. System Integration and Test Process (#400)
review are all parties having knowledge of both the quality of the system (SQA and ST&I) and its preparedness (i.e., Documentation Management and the elements).

Concern has been raised by some at NAVSWC that the testing process shown in the diagrams for activities 300 and 400 does not represent actual practice. Clearly the testing process is that most affected by the real-time embedded nature of AEGIS, and careful attention to testing is essential.

2.3.5 Specification Change

Computer Program Specification Change, Process 500 is diagramed in Figure 7. Within this process, maintenance can be initiated since the goal is to respond to specification changes coming from an informal activity beyond the organizational boundaries, which include NAVSEA, GESD, and NAVSWC. In Process 500, SC’s are assigned to a baseline. The selected SC’s are included in supporting documentation and subject to high-level and detailed design and associated reviews. On completion of the CDR and approval by NAVSEA, the SC’s are then passed onto Process 200.

2.3.6 Delivery Package

Figure 8 describes Process 600, the Delivery Package Development (600). This process follows system test and a positive decision in the Delivery Readiness Review. The activities comprising this process includes the creation of load files, delivery plans, and documentation necessary for ship delivery. An audit follows, to ensure readiness for delivery.

The delivery is performed in Process 700: Delivery of Baseline, see Figure 9. Delivery requires organization of installation, crew instruction, and testing. The test at installation allows a final test of the system in its operational environment. In this test any ship configuration peculiarities must be emphasized.
Figure 7. Computer Program Specification Change Process (#500)
Figure 9. Delivery of Baseline Process (#700)
2.3.7 Delivery Update

Develop Update Process 800 is shown in Figure 10. An update is performed as an emergency alternative to a source code change in Process 200. This requires that a CPCR have a suitable patch solution. If one can be found, then the patch is developed and an abbreviated process is followed. The patch must be integrated, tested, and a system test performed. Finally the updated system must be delivered to ship. The need for such an emergency fix is apparently rare.

2.3.8 Analysis and Approval of Changes

The ninth and final process, CPCR Analysis and Approval (900) is presented in Figures 11a and 11b. The validity of a CPCR is established, followed by an analysis to determine the scope and nature of the problem. Following an assignment of priority (change type), the CPCR is passed through a complex review process. In this review, a change is designated as applicable to either the current or a future baseline. If applicable to the current baseline, the change could be applied as an update (patch) or upgrade (code change).

3. Alternate Modeling Perspectives

The aggregate model of the AEGIS maintenance process helps to reveal the methodological intent of the process; however, other perspectives portray varying, beneficial relationships. In this section, the aggregate model is reexamined by characterizing activities within each process as either product oriented or (maintenance) process oriented. These perspectives furnish a complementary view to that provided by the descriptions of "intent" in the aggregate model.

The product-oriented activities are those which directly affect the product (documentation or code). In contrast process-oriented activities directly affect the process.
Figure 10. Develop Update Process (#300)
Figure 11a. A CPCR Process (#900)
While the goal of all activities is to perform software change and improvement in the most effective and efficient manner, the process oriented activities indirectly improve the product through improving the process.

The product/process division is seen elsewhere. The OPA framework, for instance, specifies mostly objectives on product quality. However, an objective for improving the maintenance process in terms of efficiency and effectiveness also exists [NANR90]. Additionally, the life-cycle model discussed in [GAMS88] is based on the division of process and product, in that both the process and product require formal definition, development and maintenance.

Finally, elements of both process and product are apparent in the activities of software development and maintenance. Activities such as specification, design and coding are all directed at producing a product. The activities of quality assurance and configuration management, however, apply directly to the process. The distinction between these perspectives seems both natural and very useful in this context.

3.1 A Product-Oriented Perspective

The majority of activities in the AEGIS process model are product-oriented. (For this reason they are not identified in the diagrams.) This conclusion indicates that the driving organizational concern is "getting the product out the door." The dominant concern with product generation can also stem from the fact that process-oriented activities are both more time consuming and costly than product-oriented ones. However, as the disciples of Total Quality Management (TQM) have noted, the ultimate, long-term determinants of quality are affected principally through process improvements.

3.2 A Process-Oriented Perspective

Process-oriented activities occur in all processes but 100, 600 and 800. In each of these, controls on the process are either unnecessary or undesirable. In the case of 800
(Develop Update), the objective is to develop and deploy the update as rapidly as possible. Although, process controls are not desirable during the majority of this process, reviews should follow deployment (so as to reflect process “health”).

The existence of process-oriented activities are shown in Figures 12 through 17 by symbols with darker borders. Activities designated in this way are not entirely process-oriented; rather, some process-oriented actions are embodied within the activity. For example, the Detailed Design and Coding (200) shown in Figure 13 has four symbols indicative of process-oriented activities. The first symbol, the scheduling activity, places time constraints on all other activities; thus, affecting the process. The verification of a design review as the second symbol impacts the process. In the fourth symbol, the QA review of test plans also impacts the process. Finally, the fifth symbol includes a review of both the resulting product and the process. The remaining diagrams contain symbols darkened similarly to identify process-oriented activities.
Figure 14. Process-Oriented Activities of Process (#400)
Figure 15. Process-Oriented Activities of Process (#500)
Figure 16. Process-Oriented Activities of Process (#700)
Figure 17a. Process-Oriented Activities of Process (#900)
Figure 17b. Process-Oriented Activities of Process (#900) (continuation).
4. **Principle and Requirements Application**

The application of the principles and requirements from Task 1 is utilized to "build" the "ideal" maintenance model. In fact, the application is used to identify those points in each process where the requirements can potentially be met. From the potential sources of improvement, the selection of the most effective or most efficient points of application can be made (Task 3).

The maintenance principles are used in the derivation of requirements; so the application of the requirements by necessity implies the application of principles which are repeated below from [NANR90, pp. 28-30].

*Scope Delineation* - The initiation of every task should be the identification of bounding (document) components.

*Varied Abstraction* - Representations that support multiple levels of abstraction and the transitions among them should be utilized in the maintenance process.

*Change Propagation* - Recognition of the need to propagate specification changes through multiple levels of abstraction (i.e., throughout the maintenance document set).

*Quantification with Abstraction Resolution* - Quantification of the product quality should be a constant goal; the potential for quantification is inversely related to the level of abstraction.

A less precise but more intuitive statement of these principles can also be given. This statement is not intended to be an alternative to replace that given above, but only to aid in the understanding of the formal statement of the principles.

*Scope Delineation* - Begin a maintenance task by pulling together all the documentation needed to complete it.

*Varied Abstraction* - Different levels of description are required to fully understand what is needed to meet maintenance objectives.

*Change Propagation* - Changes in code or documentation should be reflected in all the specifications (documentation) that supports the understanding and potential modification of those changes.

*Quantification with Abstraction Resolution* - Measurement of software quality, although difficult in early development, should be a constant goal, both to estimate maintenance effort and assess maintenance effectiveness.
4.1 Basis for Application

The requirements for a software maintenance methodology are stated in [NANR90]. They are restated below with heuristics for applying them to the process model. Note also the addition of Requirement 11, which is felt to be a necessary addition to augment and/or clarify Requirement 1.

(1) **Access to development documentation commensurate with maintenance forms.**

*Principles:* Varied Abstraction.

*Purpose:* A mechanism for accessing development documentation is the first need, but, secondly, this access should be guided by the form of maintenance. The need for accessing specific levels of documentation for particular maintenance forms is described by the Abstraction Refinement Model [NANR89].

*Rule for Application:* This requirement applies to any activity which utilizes development documentation.

(2) **Provide for decisions which maximize product availability (consider system availability).**

*Principles:* Varied Abstraction.

*Purpose:* This requirement relates to the global objective of the maintenance process being both effective and efficient. The methodology should seek to ensure that quality is not sacrificed but changes are accomplished efficiently.

*Rule for Application:* There are two ways in which this requirement might be interpreted (neither is incorrect). First, the decisions could minimize time spent in the maintenance process. Second, the decisions could maximize product quality, and in particular reliability. Both should be combined since neither alone is adequate. However, the application of this requirement is necessary where decisions of either type are made.
(3) Each modification activity should include the following sub-activities:

(a) Identify source and target (order is source dependent).

(b) Define and effect transformation process.

(c) Record source, process, and target.

(d) Test:

   (1) Identify original test specifications

   (2) Modify original test specifications for target.

   (3) Revise test procedures and apply them.


Purpose: The major steps in making a modification are prescribed. Actually making the modification requires the identification of the source of the maintenance actions, the target of the actions (a solution) and the means for realizing that target. Complementing these activities is the recording of the source, target and the process (including design decisions) to ensure compatibility of the documentation with the programs. Finally, testing is required to ensure that the correct target is achieved.

Rule for Application: This requirement governs the modifications made during maintenance, and so impacts these activities. It is not necessary that each of the parts of the requirement occur in sequence with no separating activities.

(4) Promote the identification of alternatives, the evaluation of alternatives (risk assessment), and support documentation of both.

Principles: Varied Abstraction.

Purpose: The maintenance (and development) activities involve the consideration of a number of alternatives. The recording of these alternatives and their evaluation provide a justification of the selected change strategy that may be useful for later maintenance.

Rule for Application: Many alternatives arise in maintenance. The ones governed by
this requirement should be those which impact the system at a lower level of decision making. In general, these would be alternatives with more than two choices and would not be of the nature “does the system pass this test?”

(5) **Recognize and resolve potential interference among concurrent maintenance activities.**

*Principles:* Scope Delineation.

*Purpose:* Maintenance activities might require changes which interfere or interact in some way. Recognizing and handling this interference helps ensure that combinations of modifications have a positive result. Otherwise, these modifications might combine to form an undesired change or one that is obviated by a subsequent change.

*Rule for Application:* This requirement applies at the initial consideration of a modification.

(6) **Require and facilitate auditing of the maintenance process (metrics, and methodology).**

*Principles:* Quantification with Abstraction Refinement.

*Purpose:* An audit of the maintenance process evaluates the success of the process in terms of the product quality. The methodology should support auditing to guarantee the correctness of the process and the quality of the product.

*Rule for Application:* This requirement impacts all activities which involve preparation for and evaluation of the maintenance process.

(7) **Support (enforce) uniformity in maintenance process/activity (procedures, documentation).**

*Principles:* Change Propagation, Varied Abstraction.

*Purpose:* Providing for uniformity in the maintenance process means that the procedures used in the maintenance process are the same. The impact of uniformity
in the process is uniformity in documentation. Uniformity in documentation increases the maintainability of the system by facilitating understanding of the system. 

*RULE FOR APPLICATION*: This requirement should apply to all of the activities of the process.

(8) *Enable prioritization and coordination of maintenance forms and activities.*

*Principles*: Change Propagation.

*Purpose*: Various maintenance forms attach not only a practical order, but also a theoretical order to tasks. The practical order captures the necessity for certain modifications being made first. The theoretical order implies that certain tasks should be performed first for efficiency and effectiveness. The methodology needs to recognize the ordering in the decision-making process.

*RULE FOR APPLICATION*: This requirement influences planning and scheduling activities, but also the initial consideration of a problem (i.e. CPCR).

(9) *Enforce recording of source, process, target, test documentation, decision alternatives, evaluation, and final decision.*

*Principles*: Scope Delineation, Change Propagation.

*Purpose*: To provide for the documentation necessary for future maintenance.

*RULE FOR APPLICATION*: This requirement enforces the recording of information from a variety of sources including modifications, design decisions, and testing.

(10) *Enable, promote and enforce the quantification of the process and product quality.*

*Principles*: Quantification with Abstraction Resolution.

*Purpose*: Metrics can play a major role in the auditing process if provided proper support.

*RULE FOR APPLICATION*: This requirement impacts all activities.
(11) *Facilitate access to documentation that reflects the impact of changes made during maintenance.*

*Principles:* Scope Delineation, Varied Abstraction, Change Propagation

*Purpose:* Documentation access is a critical aspect of the planning process for maintenance. While Requirement 1 establishes the necessity of a means for accessing development documentation according to the level of abstraction, this requirement is intended to deal with the fact that development documentation is gradually replaced by documentation which reflects the activities of maintenance on the system.

*Rule for Application:* This requirement impacts all activities which utilize documentation of any form. In general, these are the planning and analysis activities for modification and testing.

The relationship between principles and requirements is shown in Table 2. Entries in the table indicate whether the principles and requirements impact activities which are process-oriented, product-oriented or both.
Table 2. Relationship of Principles and Requirements Shown by Process or Product Impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Scope Delineation</th>
<th>Varied Abstraction</th>
<th>Quantification w/Abstraction Resolution</th>
<th>Change Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Documentation Access vs. Forms</td>
<td></td>
<td>Product</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Product Availability</td>
<td></td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Activity Definition</td>
<td>Process/Product</td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td></td>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Treatment of Alternatives</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Task Interference</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Process Auditing</td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Process Uniformity</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Maintenance Form Order</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Record Keeping</td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td>Product</td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) Quantification of Quality</td>
<td>Process/Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) Documentation Access</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Process</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Requirements Characterization of Maintenance Activities

The application of the requirements to the AEGIS process model is shown in Figures 18 through 26. Each numbered bar underscores the activities to which the requirement applies. This designation means only that the requirement should be applied to that activity, not that the requirement is already met; although, in some cases the requirement is met by the corresponding activity. Rather than discuss every diagram, each requirement is described for at least one diagram.
Figure 20. Requirements Application to Process (#300)
Figure 21. Requirements Application to Process (#400)
Figure 22. Requirements Application to Process (#500)
Figure 23. Requirements Application to Process (#600)
Figure 25. Requirements Application to Process (#800)
Figure 26a. Requirements Application to Process (#900)
In Process 100, only Requirements 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11 are applicable. Requirements 4 and 6 are applied to all but one activity. For the former (4), application is made to all activities since each could involve the consideration of alternatives regarding the acceptance and handling of the shipment. The latter, Requirement 6, is applicable because all future audits are to be made against the new baseline, and establishment of the basis for these audits is necessary upon receipt. As stated earlier, Requirements 7 and 10 are applied to all activities. Requirement 9 is applied to all activities because records of the receipt and evaluation have some impact on future maintenance. Requirement 11 is applied because the generation of a CPCR may be in recognition of a deviation from the requirements.

In Process 200 nearly all requirements are applied. Requirement 1 is applicable to the first two activities because access to development documentation may be necessary in the planning and design activities. The scheduling aspect of the first activity is governed by Requirement 2, since scheduling affects system availability. Requirement 3 applies to the first three activities. In particular, these activities are structured similarly to the modification scheme given by Requirement 3. Requirement 5 impacts the first activity since potential interference among maintenance tasks should be recognized at this early stage of planning. In addition, the planning stage of modifications requires recognition of the priorities of the maintenance forms and their impact on the order of maintenance tasks.

The requirements have been applied to the remainder of the activities comprising the process representations in a similar fashion. For most, the justification for application is given in the previous section.

4.3 Implications for an “Ideal” Model

The application of the requirements to the aggregated AEGIS Maintenance Process gives a hint of the improvements which could be made to progress toward an “ideal”
model. For each process, the designation of activities to which the requirement applies suggests the potential for improving the activity.

For example, in Process 200, Requirement 1 is applied to the first two activities. In each it should be recognized that appropriate levels of documentation are the basis of the task and that the means for accessing this documentation should be provided. In addition, the application of Requirement 5 suggests that the activity should account for other maintenance tasks which are being processed concurrently. For each of these requirements the corresponding activities could be improved in a manner directed by the requirement. Some coordination between the respective improvements is needed to result in a coherent process and an “ideal” or improved model.

5. Summary

The relationship between maintenance methodology and process is an important tool in the development of a methodology. This report describes two intermediate models derived from the detailed (current) model. The software maintenance principles and requirements are applied to an aggregated model of “intent” to derive an improved model of the AEGIS Maintenance Process. This “ideal” model is part of the basis for Task 3, in which an AEGIS Maintenance Methodology is to be defined.

Recommendations and directions suggested by Task 2 are presented below to highlight the findings of Task 2. The directions present the anticipated role the “ideal” model is to play in the development of the AEGIS Maintenance Methodology.

5.1 Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on observations and concerns regarding the execution of Task 2.
5.1.1 Recognize Limitations of Process Representation

It is suggested in section 2.2 that the flow chart representation of the AEGIS maintenance process may be limiting. The flow chart is suitable for description of the procedural aspects of the process, but does not show the relationships of the process to the product. Because of the sequential nature of the flow chart, the inherent parallelism in the process is not apparent, and some activities may be mis-represented. For instance, the Detailed Design and Coding activity (200) may be activated for numerous CPCR’s before Element Test is initiated, possibly with several instantiations “executing” concurrently.

5.1.1.1 Implications for Methodology Definition

The implications for the definition of the methodology are substantial. The methodology may be based on a model which incorrectly represents the current process. The improved model of this process suffers by unnecessarily imposing a sequential structure on most activities. Parallel activities such as design and system test planning are forced into a sequential order.

Although, the limitations of the model can be recognized and perhaps dealt with appropriately, the direction provided by the model could be lost. Clearly, the requirements application can aid the identification of improvements to each activity, but the task ordering provided by the model is also an important aspect of the methodology. The flow chart representation limits the way in which the activities may relate.

Without parallelism in the process, some maintenance requirements cannot be met (in particular Requirement 2). Certainly process-oriented activities should be carried out in parallel with the associated product-oriented activities. The lack of explicit parallelism either forces sequentiality on the process, or, more likely, contributes to a haphazard approach to representing parallel and sequential activities.
5.1.1.2 Alternate Formalisms

The data flow diagram has been suggested as an alternative to the flow chart. The functional aspects of the major activities of the AEGIS Maintenance Process are indicated in Figure 2 in Section 2.2. Despite the incompleteness of the diagram, the parallel nature of the process is better represented. A structured analysis approach might prove useful in the development of such a model, although the flow chart model would also prove valuable in this effort.

5.1.2 Improve Balance of Process/Product Orientation

The identification of process-related subactivities in Figures 12-17 notes a general imbalance in the concern for quality of the product – at the expense of the maintenance process improvement. Continued monitoring of process quality, especially as a responsibility of the SQA organization, is mandatory for the long-term advances in product quality.

5.1.3 Enforce and Support Recording of Alternatives and Decisions

Cited as the missing component for assuring effective and efficient maintenance in all too many cases [BUNG90], the documentation of alternative choices and the rationale underlying design decisions should be enforced in the deliverables from the development process. Modifications during the maintenance phase should be subject to the same level of enforcement and supported by tools to accommodate the preservation of this information.

5.1.4 Develop and Implement Quality Metrics

Quantification of both product and process quality is essential to the management of the AEGIS software maintenance process. Much remains to be learned about the measurement of software quality, and absolute measures may never be possible. Nevertheless, a metrication program that enables the determination of relative differences provides a basis for gauging improvements, identifying process problem spots, and setting
meaningful quality goals. In the absence of metrification, effective quality improvements are difficult to substantiate and demonstrate.

5.1.5 Select and Integrate Maintenance Tools

Consistent with the OPA framework is the derivation of tool requirements from the principles that govern the maintenance process [NANR88]. In the AEGIS application domain, the enunciation of methodology requirements (see Section 4.1) furnishes a more definitive specification of tool requirements. A key issue is the use of the maintenance methodology principles to effect an integrated toolset (an environment).

5.1.6 Rebuild Aggregate Model

The final recommendation regards reuniting the efforts reported here and the definition of the maintenance process which is on-going at NAVSWC. The aggregate and “ideal” models presented are based on older versions of the process flow diagrams. The result is that some significant differences may exist between the “actual” and aggregate models. The impact of this difference could be lessened by “re-aggregating” the detailed model and “reapplying” the requirements. All that may be required is a check that the models are consistent at the aggregate level. If there are major differences, however, the aggregated model should be reconstructed and the requirements reapplied.

5.2 Directions

The goal of Task 3 is to define the AEGIS maintenance methodology. The application of the requirements to the aggregate model presented above may not seem a good presentation of the “ideal” model. However, a good foundation is laid for the analysis required for Task 3.

What the “ideal” model provides is a correlation between the existing process and the requirements for the methodology. This relationship can be utilized to identify the “delta”
between the current maintenance process and the one implied by the requirements. Direction for defining the methodology is provided by this “delta” which indicates the need for improvement.

Because of this work, Task 3 can begin with an identification of the activities which are in need of improvement. Further, potential points of improvement are marked. Task 3 can consider alternative methods for meeting requirements and the opportunities afforded by different points of application. The result should lead to perceived improvements in effectiveness and efficiency provided that they are accepted by the AEGIS community.
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